Rapidly convening global experts to develop innovative
solutions to complex public problems
www.smartercrowdsourcing.org

Smarter Crowdsourcing is a process for convening diverse global experts online and developing their insights
into problem statements and, later, eshed-out solutions with implementation plans.

The usual methods of obtaining expertise, whether through conferences, traditional policy advising or
think-tank report writing, are too slow, especially when we need to respond quickly to the crisis at hand
with innovative and diverse ideas.
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IMPACT

Smarter Crowdsourcing in the Age
of Coronavirus - mobilizing global
expertise to respond to COVID-19
and its aftermath.

Inter-American Development Bank
and Governments of Argentina,
Bahamas, Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico,
and Peru.

139 experts engaged
6 online deliberations

Zika - expert sourcing solutions to
critical challenges with the Zika
epidemic in 2016.

Inter-American Development Bank,
Governments of Argentina, Brazil,
Colombia, and Panama

98 experts engaged
6 online deliberations

100 Questions - identifying the most
pressing world questions to answer
with data science.

Schmidt Futures, The Bertelsmann
Foundation, and Data2X

595 experts engaged

Anti-Corruption - working with the
government of Mexico to ght
corruption.

Government of Mexico, InterAmerican Development Bank

99 experts engaged
6 online deliberations

Education: New Measures Of Nonacademic Learning - equitably
identifying and measuring nonacademic skills.

Walton Family Foundation

94 experts engaged
6 online deliberations

Innovations In Experiential Learning
In Higher Education - reimagining
experiential learning in higher
education.

Northeastern University

95 experts engaged
2 online deliberations

Innovations in AI and Assessment Expert sourcing the future of machine
learning and assessment

Schmidt Futures

30 experts engaged
2 online deliberations

Innovations in Disaster
Management - disaster response to
prepare for the imminent eruption of
the Cotopaxi volcano.

City of Quito

65 experts engaged
4 online deliberations
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